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It fixed data corruption that is very infrequent. Added workdaround for iPaq hx4700 with Windows
Mobile 5. While uninstalling the driver on the Dell Axim x50, an error occurs. It needs hardware
reset to remove the driver. Before you install the new driver on the PDA, please make backup files
and reset the hardware of the PDA.Please check your serial number at the backside of the card. We
will reply whether you need to send back the card or not.All Rights Reserved. It is a cross between
the one on the X3i and the X30. Screenshots of the new Lan Utility 64MB RAM is divided
automatically by the system. The spare ROM is used as an Built In Storage, like the iPAQ File Store.
Surfing Aximsite in Landscape Default Settings The Design The X50 Series knocks the doors over all
previous models. The size is just right and the sexy look picks up where HP left off last year. The
casing is feels solid and does not feel like it will break if dropped from 2 inches like another popular
device I have been using. Unfortunately, Dell had to change the connector again. A Dell Official told
me that it was necessary to accommodate the VGA out on the VGA Model. The Buttons from left to
right are the Calendar Button, Contacts, Dpad, Mail, and Home. The X50 is coming with a lanyard
hook now and is pictured on the far left. To the right you have a screen lock latch. With the Screen
Lock on, the screen and all buttons are unresponsive. Next you have the Wireless button and the
Record button which act as volume controls when Media Player 10 for Mobile is in use. The top of
the X50 series we have from left to right the Stylus, Dual Slots cf and sd, IR, and a stereo headphone
jack. The Dell Axim X50 Mid in its cradle. The cradle is missing the Bold Blue Lit up Dell Logo found
on previous model’s cradle. The little 1100mah battery slides in to its place on the back and is
covered with a plastic cover that locks into
place.http://yaeram.com/userData/board/impressora-lexmark-e342n-manual.xml

dell axim x50 manual download, dell axim x50 manual download free, dell axim x50
manual download windows 7, dell axim x50 manual download windows 10, dell axim
x50 manual download 2017.

The QVGA Screen is no VGA Contender, but it ranks up there with the best QVGA Screens I’ve seen.
Who is Bigger From Left to Right. iPAQ 4155, Axim X50 Mid, Axim X30 High, iPAQ 2215, and Axim
X5 Features Adding 128MB ROM and Dual Memory slots is about all the new features that excites
me here. Built in WiFi and Bluetooth — This has become a standard now it seems. Leaving WiFi out
of a top level PocketPC seems taboo now. Dual Memory Slots — When the Dell Axim X5 came out,
many were spoiled with dual slots. The iPAQ 2215 followed suit in a smaller form factor and we got
even more spoiled. SD only on both companies following offerings. Now the X50 Series brings this
back. What does it mean Well, more memory expansion than you know what to do with! 128MB ROM
— Now you have 80mb or so of built in nonvolatile memory that can be used to store backups that
will survive resets and applications that run better locally. Windows Mobile 2003 SE — We’ve all
seen it by now, right. Now own it with the X50. Performance The X50 Mid performed wonderfully at
on 520mhz. It allows for play lists and auto scanning of memory cards. This latest version of Media
Player makes it simple to download TV and movies and even supports access to online stores and
subscription services, such as CinemaNow, MusicMatch, MSN Music and MLB.com. All audio and
video loaded on my test card played no problem. No skipping or choppiness in the video, even a
640x480 30fps clip. Even though there is no formal hole for the speaker output, the sound radiates
pretty clearly from the units open areas like the Memory slot area. The speaker is not stellar, but
with a good set of headphones, LOOK OUT iPOD. BetaPlayer Benchmark X50mid All benchmarks
show the X50 mid slightly behind the X30 High. Benchmarks using SPB Software Benchmark Battery
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Life — The battery life, Like the X30’s is
poor.http://db-tube.com/userData/board/impressora-lexmark-x1270-manual.xml

The 1100mah battery is not one that will make it through a typical day for a handheld user than
makes the most of their handheld each day by utilizing the WiFi feature. Allot extra money for a
spare if you are away from AC for extended periods of time. WiFi — WiFi performance was super as
well. The range was just as good as any other device I have tested. The speed is great and I have no
complaints at all. Bluetooth — Although my version of Pharos Ostia would not load onto the unit, I
was able to see and connect to my Pharos Bluetooth GPS. Conclusion Shave down the ugly bubble
and add a nice looking chassis and a CF slot with the guts of an X30 minus some MHZ and you have
yourself an X50 Mid. I’ll buy it even though the speed is a bit slower. Dell’s first machine built by
HTC manufacturer of past iPAQs as well is a sure fire hit in my opinion. Follow Chris Leckness
Follow An Archive of ChrisLeckness.com and other blogs over the years. Chris Leckness Follow An
Archive of ChrisLeckness.com and other blogs over the years. Look at the Odds Instead. On Medium,
smart voices and original ideas take center stage with no ads in sight. Watch Make Medium yours
Follow all the topics you care about, and we’ll deliver the best stories for you to your homepage and
inbox. Explore Become a member Get unlimited access to the best stories on Medium — and support
writers while you’re at it. They can organize data, connect to the Web, play music and videos, and
more. And now, Dell has unleashed its newest talent the Axim X50v. Like HPs iPaq rx3715 Mobile
Media Companion, the X50v aims to blend digital entertainment with productivity for a PDA that
does it all. This stars massive features list includes a VGA screen, a dedicated graphics engine,
wireless connectivity, and Windows Media Player 10.0 Mobile. And similar to the PalmOS based
gaming handheld, the Tapwave Zodiac2, the X50v comes with a games bundle to satisfy the player in
you.

With the Axim X50v, Dell introduces a kinder and gentler design to its PDAs. We werent big fans of
the Axim X30s squarish edges, which gave it a drab and utilitarian look, so we welcome the X50s
smoother, rounded edges and attractive silver and black casing. At 0.6 by 4.7 by 2.9 inches and 6.2
ounces, the X50v is slightly bigger and heavier than the X30 and certainly the HP iPaq rx3715. As a
tradeoff, though, the X50v is solidly built, and the rubberized sides make for a comfortable and solid
grip.Like the Asus MyPal A730, it has a larger viewing area than most PDAs and boasts four times
the resolution of a QVGA screen at 480x640 pixels for sharper graphics and texta nice touch since
Dell touts this as a multimedia handheld. The four shortcut keys Calendar, Contacts, Inbox, and
Home and the navigation toggle reside just below and, compared to the X30s, are quite diminutive.
While this wasnt much of an issue with the shortcut keys, the smaller toggle proved trickier to
navigate, especially for those with bigger digits, and we often pressed the center Select button by
mistake. The onetouch access to wireless connectivity is a particularly nice convenience since you
dont have to fish through the Settings menu to turn on Bluetooth or WiFi. Give the X50v a twirl, and
on the back, youll find a batterylock switch that enables the user to swap out the 1,100mAh battery;
a Reset button; and two rubber grips to prevent your handheld from slipping. A check under the Dell
Axim X50vs hood shows a wellequipped and powerful handheld. Theres an Intel 624MHz XScale
PXA270 processor that, like any chip in this family, features SpeedStep and Wireless MMX
technology to optimize battery life. However, the X50v doesnt stop there. Complementing the
handhelds VGA screen is a dedicated Intel 2700G graphics engine with 16MB of video memory for
better video playback and an improved gaming experience see Performance .
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Memory is ample, with 128MB of flash ROM and 64MB of SDRAM 139MB of which are user
accessible. If thats not enough, the dual CompactFlash and SD expansion slots should do the trick.
In short, its a better multimedia experience. Aside from being able to carry your favorite WMA, MP3,
and WMV music files on your handheld, you can now view album art as songs are playing. Also,
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Windows Media Digital Rights Management 10.0 gives you access to audio and video content from
subscription services, such as Musicmatch and CinemaNow. Do you like to show off photos and
videos. You can do that too with WMP 10.0. But wait, theres moreto really drive home the fact that
this is a multimedia device, the X50v ships with a games bundle that includes Stuntcar Extreme and
3D puzzles such as Enigmo. The X50v ships with a WLAN utility that shows signal strength,
encryption options, certificate enrollment for advanced WiFi authentication, and more. Bluetooth
opens the doors to communication with other devices, allowing users to do even more with the
X50.As you would expect, Pocket Word, Excel, and Internet Explorer are present, while other
applications and utilities include MSN Messenger, a VPN client, a clock, a calculator, File Store, and
Backup. Theres also a companion CD with demo versions of programs such as Cash Organizer 2003,
Full Hand Casino, and McAfee VirusScan PDA. Editors note Due to time constraints with the product
launch, we were able to run only one battery test instead of our standard three. We will continue
testing the product and update as soon as we get the results. That said, we noticed similar hiccups in
other VGA models such as the Asus MyPal A730 and the Toshiba e805, and while not ideal as your
primary media player or gaming device, the X50v is still a very capable PDA.

https://www.jbnature.com/images/Corghi-Balancer-Manual.pdf

Unfortunately, we were disappointed to see that all this power produced belowaverage video
performance and subsequently affected its overall standing in CNET Labs tests, scoring about 40
percent lower than the midlevel X50. Even in reallife usage, we experienced a noticeable lag in
response time on the X50v when switching between applications. We tried out Stuntcar Extreme and
enjoyed the great graphics on the VGA screen, but overall, it was a sluggish experience, and often,
the game froze if another application was running in the background. Also, the small navigation
toggle made it difficult to maneuver in the game. On a brighter note, when we were viewing Word
documents or Web pages or performing other PIM functions, the screen produced sharp, crisp
images and was even legible in sunlight. Both WiFi and Bluetooth passed our test without a hitch, as
the handheld instantly connected to access points and had great range. In our drain test, where we
repeatedly played a video with the backlight and volume set at high with all wireless features off, the
battery lasted almost four hours. By comparison, this was almost an hour longer than the A730 but
fell short of the HP iPaq hx4700s mark of 5 hours, 25 minutes. Then again, the hx4700 doesnt have
all the multimedia flair of the X50v. As our drain test was designed to zap the battery as fast as
possible, youll get more mileage with normal usage. But it’s a better value than.Lets round up some
of its best. Lets round up Amazons best gems. Here are some of the best Hulu has to offer. Lets
round up Disneys best gems. Here are some of the hidden. We delete comments that violate our
policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our
discretion. Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your
heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Please try your search again later.
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Windows Media Player 10 for Mobile also features Windows Media Digital Rights Management 10
support that gives access to new subscription services, like CinemaNow, MusicMatch.To calculate
the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead,
our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on
Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. Lone Wolf 3.0 out
of 5 stars Over the last 1520 years their PCs have gone from something youd have around for a few
years to throwaway crap; the Macintosh of the PC world. Yeah, I know the Mac fantardz are going to
flame me for this review. Screw em. Fortunately, PDAs are the one thing Dell actually managed to
get right. I use mine as an MP2 player. And maybe the occasional MP3 now and again, you know,
since Tempo 107.4 FM doesnt stream in MP2 format. All you need is a directory of a few thousand
cuts, a compact flash cartridge to store them on a 256GB Transcend or even Komputerbay is good
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for that, an installation of TCPMP run a Web search for it and an extended battery. And all in a
package about the size of a small pocket cassettetape player. My biggest gripe is with the
headphone jacks, which tend to be pretty flimsy and eventually fail. My current one Ive had in use
for close to 3 years and it hasnt taken a dump yet, so maybe I got lucky with this one. So I would
have given it five stars, were it not for that. Protip, for noobz keep your software installation
packages CAB files on a locked SD chip and keep the chip on standby. I usually just keep mine
snapped into the drive, so I always know where it is. All of the PDAs userinstalled software and
settings are stored in batterybacked RAM rather than Flash EEPROM. Windows CE also has this
nasty habit bug of autodeleting the software CAB file from the storage medium after installation, if
the medium isnt lockable CF cartridges are not.

This means that if youre on the other side of the state from your PC, by the time you get to an outlet,
youre effectively screwed. I had to learn this the hard way years ago with my very old X5.The buy
was to have an MP3 player minus a camera for my job. I never intended to use it for a palm buddy or
a PDA. For music, it serves its purpose, but the connectivity requires useless work to do the blue
toothing and the wireless connectivity only works with a certain kind of connection. Other than that,
the device works well and the sender will receive 5 stars for the service and excellent condition of
the packaging on arrival.It took a lot of work to get enough information to get started. Getting the
correct versions of Microsoft Mobile PC, and ActiveSync has really taken the fun out of this
purchase. The WiFi capabilities were overstated by Dell, and as yet have not been successful.Maybe
I should read the manual I found online.I guess technically that is true, there are multiple colors on
the screen, but I cant use them as I had on my old PDA. Still takes multiple moves to add a simple
appointment.Item was nearly new and I would say better than described. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed.Early models shipped with Pocket PC 2002, but an upgrade to Windows Mobile 2003 was
offered and came preinstalled on some refurbished units. Despite rumours and speculations, further
versions of Windows Mobile are unsupported. However, efforts have been made to port Linux to the
system. Although the Axim X5 was regarded as an affordable Windows Mobile device at the time it
was released, affordability came with a size penalty The weight was 195 g 6.9 ounces and the size
was 127 81 18 mm 5 3.2 0.7 inches. The Axim X5 came with a rechargeable battery that would last
for about 8 hours.There is a design flaw inside the unit that causes this.

The inside portion of the home button will rub against the touchscreen ribbon cable and eventually
wear through the protective coating and ground out the touchscreen. The fix is to take the unit apart
and put a very small piece of electrical tape over that portion of the ribbon cable. This requires
removing both batteries, clearing all data from the device similar to a hard reset and delicate work
in taking the unit completely apart.All featured replaceable battery, an SD slot, fast processor and
transflective liquid crystal display. Unlike the X5, the X3 didnt have a CF slot.The Basic and
Advanced models varied in processor speed and amount of memory. All models had Intel XScale
PXA263 processors and Intel StrataFlash ROM.The Basic model came with a USB sync cable users
could purchase a cradle separately. SD slot, WiFi capability and Infrared port included.The Axim X3i
added WiFi to the Advanced model configuration. The Advanced and X3i came with a chrome finish
weighted USB sync cradle that can also charge a spare battery. In all other respects, these units
were identical to each other.This was also the first Pocket PC to include the Intel XScale PXA270
Processors. The midlevel model includes everything the HighEnd X30 does with the exception of the
cradle, and uses a 312 MHz PXA270 Processor instead. Both the highend and midlevel models had
builtin 802.11b WiFi Certification, Bluetooth 1.1 compliance, 64MB of Intel StrataFlash ROM, and
64MB RAM, while the entrylevel model had 32MB SDRAM, 32MB of Intel StrataFlash ROM and no
wireless capabilities.Only SD cards of 4GB or less will work.In 2005 the Dell Axim X50 series
received a Red Dot Design Award as a recognition for its design.The X51 also came with a larger
ROM than the X50.The X51 featuredDell has a RS232 cable for it though, even if it was never listed



in their webshop. An unofficial upgrade to Windows Mobile 6.0 exists for the X50. Known bugs
include the lack of support for CompactFlash cards.

The current version of the build supports the Android Froyo release.By using this site, you agree to
the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Noticed some screen refresh issues where portions of the
screen in Pocket Word and Pocket Excel do not refresh, leaving blank areas. File extensions .txt etc.
are not viewable through File Explorer. However, if you rename a.txt file to.html via a PC, you can
then view that html file with Pocket IE, and edit the source with Pocket Word. Plus, it does
JavaScript. Cool. They unfortunately resemble They are very low quality, hard to install, and get
really scratched up after a week or two. The screen protectors from Dont wasteThey are a little bit
too thick, butDuring use, the digitizerStill, it is better than scratching up the screen. Free dictionary.
Havent tried it yet. Looks like you have to installWould be really nice to have this. This book
emphasizes Windows Mobile 2003. The X50v runs 2003SE, but there probably werent many changes
from 2003 to 2003SE, so this really is the right book to get. The used price is certainly good. They
changed the title for this new edition the picture on Amazon shows the old title. Excellent and
thorough guide to Windows Mobile. This is the manual that should come with every Windows
Mobilebased PDA. This book emphasizes Windows Mobile 5 which followed Windows Mobile
2003SE, so it doesnt really apply to the X50v which runs the older 2003SE. However, it does explain
how to add some of the features of Windows Mobile 5 to your Windows Mobile 2003SE device. Since
Ive not read it completely, Im not sure just how valuable it is to an X50v owner, but it is certainly
something to keep in mind. Ive not read this one.Tried MemMaid to clearThe notificationFinally did
aOnly problem with the hard reset was that I had Heres hoping. Theres a lock switch on the
sideFortunately, I didnt need to use them. Any file with. Pocket IE. All you need to do is get a file on
the PDA with a.

htmlOf course, JavaScriptVersion 4 Service Pack 4 was the most current when. Windows Mobile
2003 SE was released. Free from MSs site, but a bit hard to This is the one to use A port of Python to
CE. Great price free!. Note that this doesnt contain any documentation The closest Ive Once you do
this,The console screen is too big, You can do. Python incantation My first program isNamely, thatI
was able to implement the following code Code indentationLooks like I really needAfter installing
this,The window flashes then disappears. Python does still run my programs, but I cant use the
console mode. I had this problem before, then I moved the DLL from \Program FilesNot sure what to
do now, or what causesPocketCMD doesnt quite runRunning python from here still gives me a
window that appears quickly,Develop both at the desktop any windows version, and on the device
itself. Uses VBScript as its core engine. Looks like fun. A bit pricey, though at. Perhaps a.VBS file
will run Network An index of developer tools. Impossible to find a download, or a way to Not easy to
install. Not easy to use. Intermediate code interpreter,PXA250 is ARM v.5TE compliant, will run
SA1110 code. I see X86, SH3, ARM and MIPS processors mentioned on websites. Open source
version of BASIC for PalmOS. Probably need to port to get it. This fullsized folding keyboard has five
rows, including dedicated number keys, and uses full sized keys with familiar scissor action
mechanics which give the user the feel of a desktop keyboard. Designed specifically with PDAs and
smartphones in mind, the Stowaway Sierra connects via Bluetooth and features a full QWERTY
keyboard layout, including number keys, a trifold design for easy storage, 19mm key spacing and
more. The keyboard is powered by a single AAA battery for up to 80 hours of use. With its genuineIts
unique designSold as both the Think Outside and iGo Stowaway Keyboard. Its compact styling lets
you take it virtually anywhere easily. Because it uses.

When you purchase through links on our site, we may earn an affiliate commission. Learn more
Weighing in at 167g, the Axim is still on the heavy side, but we found that it sat comfortably in the
hand. The tiny application launch buttons are usable, but the diminutive Dpad toggle might present
difficulties for gamers with chubby fingers. The Intel 416MHz XScale PXA270 powers the device, so



you can make the most of media and office applications. While 64MB RAM and 64MB ROM 34MB
user accessible is very much par for the course, SDIO and CompactFlash expansion slots allow users
to store bytehungry media files on memory cards. Dual expansion means you can add a GPS system
or a camera and still have a slot left over for memory. The screen is a 3.5inch QVGA screen and is
bright and efficient. With the Windows Mobile 2003 Second Edition operating system, users can
switch between landscape and portrait modes to view video clips and spreadsheets. Dell includes
some useful software such as Data Backup, WLAN Utility, and Task Switcher. A desktop
synchronisation cradle with an extra battery slot also comes in the box. VAT, which comes with a
superb 3.7inch VGA screen and improved specifications. As a simple PDA, the Axim X50 is one of the
more versatile units out there, and at this price point comes highly recommended. You will receive a
verification email shortly. Please refresh the page and try again. You can unsubscribe at any time
and well never share your details without your permission. Visit our corporate site. New York. Add
cards to each pile to make 21 and score points. OpenWith adds a context Playlist Editor Some people
I grabbed the code and added the I will release it when Ive tested it more. It runs at a full 60fps with
Ive taken the latest versions sources. New accelerated graphics architecture promises highres
gaming and video. Excellent value. Benchmark test show slower performance than other 624MHz
Pocket PCs. Soso battery life.

Developers start writing those games! But turn it on and you see a bright though not very saturated,
sharp 3.7inch 640 x 480 VGA screen. Backing up the screen is an entirely new video architecture
based on the first PDA graphics chip with dedicated memory, the Intel 2700G. The 2700G, with its
16MB of dedicated VRAM, delivers fullscreen, highquality video and impressive 3Dgaming
performance. Its like changing from PCI to AGP graphics on a PC. But right now, only two games
Enigmo and StuntCar Extreme and Windows Media Player 10 use the new chip. With all other
software, you wont notice the difference. SEE ALSO Abhijit Bose appointed as country head of
WhatsApp India Because the benchmarks code isnt optimized for the 2700G, application speed
should increase as programs are rewritten to take advantage of the new graphics chip. Lets hope
that developers take Dell up on its challenge and produce some fabulous games for this device. Hes
the head of our Fastest Mobile Networks project, one of the hosts of the daily PCMag Live Web show
and speaks frequently in mass media on cellphonerelated issues. His commentary has appeared on
ABC, the BBC, the CBC, CNBC, CNN, Fox News, and in newspapers from San Antonio, Texas to
Edmonton, Alberta. Segan is also a multiple awardwinning travel writer, having contributed to the
Frommers series of travel guides and Web sites for more than a decade. Pocket PC device
Information here may no longer be accurate, and links may no longer be available or
reliable.Windows Mobile 2003 for Pocket PC 2003 SE Second EditionX50v. Settings may vary
slightly from device to device.Next to theCheck the box under theWhen youreContacts.
Synchronization of Contacts is either on or off.Here you can choose the number ofThese settings will
affect the amountYou may also mark anYou will see a green arrow appearPeak Time Weekends or
other times you are not in theTo begin synchronizing, tap the green.

Please email us if youre running the latest version of your browser and you still see this message.
The actual Open Box product may differ in packaging and included accessories, but has been tested
to ensure basic functionality. Most customers receive within 37 days.Case is UV Protected,
AntiScratch, and Transparent soft with a neck strap and cleaning cloth included. Whether you are
heading to the beach or off on a camping trip, the Gomadic Waterproof bag is an effective and
inexpensive way of protecting your Dell Axim X50 X50v from the environment. Constructed of super
strong TPU material and employing a simple and secure closure mechanism, our Gomadic
Waterproof Case will provide unparalleled protection from sand, snow, rain, dust and water. Great
for the beach, amusement park, swimming pool, camping, hiking, biking, and kayaking, to just name
a few. Custom designed to safely and securely fit your Dell Axim X50 X50v, it effectively acts as cost
effective insurance in case of an accident! Click here for more details. Secure shopping made faster.



Check out with PayPal. Some manufacturers place restrictions on how details of their products may
be communicated. Some manufacturers place restrictions on how details of their products may be
communicated. Some manufacturers place restrictions on how details of their products may be
communicated. Some manufacturers place restrictions on how details of their products may be
communicated. Owners of Dell Axim X50 If youre just about to purchase an X50 or X50v, your
upgrade will be free,Some of our stories include affiliate links. If you buy something through one of
these links, we may earn an affiliate commission. We have 6 online manuals for this item!The better
the quality of your answer, theReproduction in any proprietary interest in this text Dell, the DELL
logo, Axim, TrueMobile, Dimension, Inspiron, OptiPlex, Latitude, Dell Precision, PowerApp,
PowerVault, PowerEdge, PowerConnect, and DellNet are trademarks of Dell Inc.

Microsoft, Windows, Windows Media, and ActiveSync are registered trademarks and Windows
Mobile is used by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Other trademarks.ContentsWorking With Contacts. Using File
Explorer on Your Device File Download Security Warning Removing Programs.When you disconnect
a cable, pull on its connector or on its strainrelief loop, not on the cable itself. To avoid damaging the
device, allow the device to acclimate to room temperature before turning on or within the device.
Handle components with a soft, clean cloth and water. Do not use a commercial window.Connecting
to a Projector. You can connect the device to detect the projector.AC adapter sync cable. USB
connector on the VGA cable to.New items menu. Status Icons. NOTE If there is not enough room to
view all notification icons, the notification icon,, displays. Tap the notification icon to display all
notifications.Changing the Display Mode on page 74. To correct the errorNOTE The Dell Axim
X50.Adding and Removing ProgramsAs a safety precaution, the File Download Security Warning
appears whenever you are attempting to.Wireless Regulatory Information. The following information
is the responsibility of the user. de.NOTE Your Dell Axim X50 transmits less than 100 mW, but more
areas within France. Outdoor use is required for the.use. Japan Standard. STDT66 Ver 1.0There is
connected. Operation of the FCC Rules. Nevertheless, the Dell Axim X50 device should be
determined by turning the equipment off and on a circuit different from that the potential for help.
AppendixNOTE FCC Radiation Exposure Statement. NOTE This Dell Axim X50 device must be
colocated or operating in conjunction with any other installation or use will violate FCC Part 15
regulations.R A R E D S E N S O R A port that is lost when you must download your email to your
local system to view and browse your personal information, such as Calendar, Contacts, Messaging,
and Tasks.To start using the client. Your Dell Axim X50 supports 802.
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